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Town of Bedford Master Plan 

Climate Resiliency Sub-Committee Interim Report 

OCTOBER 30, 2020 
 
 

1. FOREWARD: 
 
 

This is an interim report presented by the Climate Resiliency Sub-Committee of the Bedford 
Master Plan Committee. 

The impact of hurricanes Sandy and Isaias revealed a region-wide vulnerability to multiple 
hazards and risks. Power blackouts, severely contaminated storm waters, evacuation of 
residential communities and massive disruption to public transport are just a few examples 
of the systemic nature of this risk. The underlying argument is that a dollar is best spent 
when it addresses the widest variety of risks (including but also beyond flood risk) to the 
largest plurality of stakeholders (including the vulnerable populations and economies). 

 
Why is this sub-committee named Climate Resiliency, rather than Climate Sustainability? 

Sustainability refers to the convergence of equity, economy, and environment around a set 
of principles that aim to promote Bedford's long-term viability. This theme includes 
planning to reduce flooding, as well as strategies for land use and consumption that 
reduces local contributions to pollution, climate change and GHG emissions. 

Resiliency describes planning to enable the Town to bounce back from shocks and reduce 
the impacts of a range of hazards - including, for example, extreme weather in the form of 
hurricanes and heat waves. It also means working to identify and reduce social 
vulnerabilities and to promote adaptation to climate change. 

Our sub-committee believes that the other sub-committee’s goals are to produce a 
sustainable Bedford. We, however, view the effects of Climate Change already here, and 
even if global greenhouse gas emissions were stopped today, the effects caused by the 
already emitted GHGs will still impact our world significantly, requiring resiliency planning. 
But they are not being stopped today, leading us to the conclusion that the impacts of 
Climate Change will be less than hoped for, requiring a range of planning from the best to 
worst case scenarios. 

So, what is resiliency planning? 

(1) New reports have detailed the immense economic benefits to early investment in 
improving infrastructure for later climate risks. 
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(2) Bedford must work closely with County & State partners to identify existing 
vulnerabilities and expand planning for improved preparedness and response capacity for 
extreme weather events. This includes the social profile of the Town. For example, 
working to support residents who are at greater risk because of their age or youth, 
linguistic isolation, need for physical or medical assistance, or other attributes. 

(3) Leverage planning efforts, capital projects, infrastructure maintenance, and other 
projects to increase resilience to extreme weather and enable climate adaptation in both 
the built and natural environments. This will require planning at multiple scales and across 
a range of disciplines, including disseminating resources to support building owners' 
retrofit efforts, to town-wide policy shifts such as comprehensive climate risk zoning 
analysis and amendment, to the design and implementation of resilient infrastructure - for 
example green and grey infrastructure to mitigate flooding or open space conservation and 
building retrofits to moderate extreme heat. Green infrastructure includes a wide array of 
practices at multiple scales to manage and treat stormwater, maintain and restore natural 
hydrology and ecological function by infiltration, evapotranspiration, capture and reuse of 
stormwater, and establishment of natural vegetative features. On the local scale green 
infrastructure consists of site- and neighborhood-specific practices and runoff reduction 
techniques (Source: NYSDEC, Stormwater Management Design Manual). 

We need to prioritize land conservation and stewardship, to maximize benefits for both 
people and nature and to focus development around existing infrastructure (water, sewer, 
transportation). A proactive approach based on valuing nature avoids costs of future 
degradation while supporting carbon sequestration, flood attenuation, water quality, air 
quality, and community character as well as habitat for native plants and animals. 

Draft Resilient Goals: 

1. Improve emergency preparedness townwide 
2. Create a socially resilient community 
3. Ensure economic stability against the threat of climate change 
4. Help restore a natural environment that sequesters carbon, reduces flooding and 

provides water in times of drought, provides protection to our built environment, 
supports a healthy wildlife population, including pollinating organisms, and controls 
invasives (and removes them in certain locations). 

5. Create a built environment to live within the confines of an increasingly warmer 
world 

6. Provide for the safety and availability of local and healthful supplies of food and 
water. 

7. Provide transportation in a fossil-fuel limited (and preferably eliminated) world 
8. Use materials that require no disposal or recycling 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

Our Interim Report has focused on the following topics, as they relate to Climate Change: 

1. Severe Precipitation Events, including rain, snow, and hail, leading in many of these 
cases to flooding. 

2. Drought, which results from a changing weather pattern in our region. Droughts are 
anticipated to occur during the summer months, but may occur at other times of 
the year. 

3. High Temperatures are already here. The past seven years, 2014 to 2020, have 
been the warmest since global records began, a period that has included enormous 
heat waves in the US, Europe and India, freakishly hot temperatures in the Arctic, 
and deadly wildfires from Australia to California to Greece. 

4. Severe Wind Storms, including hurricanes, tropical storms, tornadoes and derecho 
wind storms 

5. Forest and Street Tree Health to include strategies to preserve our woodlands and 
maintain and increase our street tree and residential tree plantings. 

6. Building Design covers our man-made environment and how best to create 
structures that will allow us respite and safety from the external environment. 

7. Local Food Sourcing must be expanded to deliver a guaranteed supply of food and 
water to our population, when, and if, supply lines from far-off lands are disrupted. 

8. Land Use and Landscaping brings the lessons of forest and street tree health to the 
single and multi-family homes, as well as our commercial properties. 

9. Transportation must be looked at in the long-term to assure mobility in a fossil free 
era and during conditions of climate instability. 

10. Materials, Waste & Recycling are concerned with the user side of consumption in 
ways to reduce waste and support material and packaging technology that 
eliminates the need to recycle. 

11. Environmental Justice needs to be a part of the overall strategy so that the weakest 
in our society are not only assisted through the short-term, but are given the tools 
to help themselves in the long-term. 

12. Public Safety will encompass all the aspects of reacting to climate change 
emergencies, such as having available cooling centers, storm and flooding rescues, 
coordination and cooperation with other local, state and federal agencies and safe 
centers for civilians in distress. 
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3. THE REPORTS 
 

A. FLOODING 
(Resources:  2020 Losing Ground – Nature’s Value in a Changing Climate 6th Edition Mass 
Audubon; Village of Tarrytown Comprehensive Plan – Tarrytown Connected November 2018; 
Climate Crisis Policy Digest;  Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS -  NYSERDA, November, 
2011;  Jersey City Resiliency Master Plan, June 13, 2017) 

NYSERDA, in their Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS, published in Nov. 2011, predict 
the following changes in temperature for Westchester County, as follows: 

Baseline (1971 - 2000): 51 inches precipitation 
2020's: 0 to +5% precipitation 
2050's: 0 to +5% precipitation 
2080's: +5% to +10% precipitation 

 
As climate change alters our customary weather patterns, Bedford needs to take steps to 
mitigate the effects of flood conditions. 

Bedford is subject to pluvial (inland) flooding that poses a threat to our ecosystem due to 
the potential for rapid and sometimes deep ponding or high velocity flows along roads 
combined with septic systems receiving higher than normal flows resulting in untreated 
wastewater discharging directly into local waterways. 

The anticipated risk to the Hudson Valley comes from sustained, multi-day storms that are 
occurring with increasing frequency, storms that overwhelm existing storm water systems 
(Cary Institute of Ecosystems Studies). This makes it vital for us to plan for a “green 
infrastructure,” defined as, “A network of waterways, wetlands, woodlands, wildlife 
habitats, and other natural areas that support native species, maintain natural ecological 
processes, sustain air and water resources, and contribute to health and quality of life.” 
(Mass Audubon) 

Examples of resilience that protect a stream corridor: 

- Ecological resilience: provides a habitat for both fish and wildlife and 
accommodates their movement through the landscape 
- Infrastructure resilience: reduce the risk of floods to developed land and road 
washouts, if a culvert is replaced with a correctly sized structure 
- Societal resilience: improved water quality and public recreation, as well as 
maintenance or enhancement of flood storage capacity 

 

Vital role of land in protecting both nature and people: 

- Poor or unplanned land use increases the impact of climate change including the 
capacity to absorb heavy precipitation. This results in placing people and structures in 
harm’s way in flood-prone areas 
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- By working WITH nature and incorporating it into our community development 
plans, we retain the many services nature offers and reduce local infrastructure costs 
- Where necessary, it is vital to restore the natural capacity of land and water 
resources including upgrading culverts, incorporating rain gardens, trees, and other green 
features 

Steps to protect water infrastructure: 

- Upgrade existing water infrastructure 
- Build green infrastructure using natural spaces to handle storm water 
- Focus public finance on resilient water infrastructure for the most vulnerable 
- Make new roads, walkways, and parking areas permeable to facilitate rainwater 
reabsorption and reuse 
- Strengthen watershed protection plans working with all involved parties 
- Establish guidelines for use of grey water and rain water in residential uses, fixture 
efficiency, and irrigation strategies. 

 

 
An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over) impacts: 

 
1. Short-Term Actions: 

a. Update Flood Zone Map 
b. Public Education on floodproofing property, including Environmental Justice Areas. 
c. Use the town’s Geographic Information System (GIS) 
d. Publicize that state schools and the Teatown Lake Preservation provide a “free” 

land and/or pond survey. 
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e. Review current zoning on creating more permeable surfaces, where impermeable 
surfaces are used 

f. Review the Wetlands ordinance to find ways to improve the quality of Bedford’s 
wetlands and buffers. 

g. Create digitally a map of existing stormwater infrastructure 
h. Promote Westchester County’s current program on sale of rain barrels. 

2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 
a.  Investigate protective and/or resilient technologies and materials that will be 

located on properties that are prone to flooding. 
b. Locate future natural retention areas (e.g. Todd Pond) 
c. Explore the benefits of increasing wetlands beyond the existing 100 feet at 

selected wetlands, including Critical Environmental Areas (e.g. Mianus River) 
d. Use permeable materials on public streets and parking lots 
e. Use water buffering vegetation along vulnerable public streets and parking lots 
f. To lessen stormwater, design green roofs in public buildings. 
g. Town to install public underground water storage tanks in areas where added 

temporary retention is needed 
h. Use of rain gardens, swales and other soft infrastructure to handle stormwater 

run-off 
i. Start to budget for long-term capital costs to manage flooding. 

3. Long-Term Actions: 
a. Raise public street level in flood prone areas 

 
B. DROUGHT 
(Resource:  Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS – NYSERDA, November 2011)  

 
1. Impacts of extreme drought: 

a. Potential changes in pest population and habits 
b. Changes in distribution of primary crops such as apples, cabbage, and potatoes 
c. Decline in dairy milk production 
d. Further stress on natural environment 
e. Safety and supply of potable water supplies 

 
An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over): 

 
1. Short-Term Actions: 

a. Publicize water savings tips 
b. Locate and fix water leaks in public buildings 
c. Plant drought tolerant public street trees (e.g. Swamp White Oak, recently planted 

in front of the Town House) 
d. Educate the public on drought tolerant garden plants 
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e. Publicize pricing ecosystem services (general) 
 

2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 
a. Plan for limiting water usage with other governmental agencies 
b. Improve the quality of the existing wetlands 

 
3. Long-Term Actions: 

a. Investigate “grey” water for both public and private use. 
b. Start to budget for long-term capital costs to manage drought. 

B.  HIGH TEMPERATURES 

(Resource:  Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS 0 NYSERDA, November, 2011) 

NYSERDA, in their Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS, published in Nov. 2011, predict 
the following changes in temperature for Westchester County, as follows 

 
Baseline (1971 - 2000): 50-degree F 
2020's: +1.5 to 3.0 degrees F 
2050's: +3.0 to 5.5 degrees F 
2080's: +4.0 to 7.5 degrees F 

 
There is discussion occurring now among scientists that unpredictable swings in 
temperature may be more of a concern than the temperature increases. 

 
NYSERDA, in their 2011 report, go on to predict outcomes of heat waves to various sectors 

of the environment, as follows: 
 

1.  Sector: Water Resources - Climate Hazard - Temp. & Heat Waves. Increased wear and 
tear on materials; Potential changes in drinking water 

2.  Sector: Ecosystems - Climate Hazard: Temp. & Heat Waves. Increased frequency of 
summer heat stress on plants; potential changes in pest population & habits; Changes 
in species composition due to warmer winters 

3.  Sector: Agriculture - Climate Hazard: Temp. & Heat Waves. Changes in distribution of 
primary crops such as apples, cabbage, and potatoes; Decline in dairy milk production 

4.  Sector: Transportation - Climate Hazard: Temp & Heat Waves. Increased wear and tear 
on infrastructure. Extreme event-related delays and hazards. 

5.  Sector Telecommunications - Climate Hazard: Temp. & Heat Waves. Increased wear 
and tear on materials. 

6.  Sector: Public Health - Climate Hazard: Temp. & Heat Waves. More heat related 
deaths; decline in air quality. 
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Climate covers everything from averages to extremes of different meteorological variables, such as temperature 
and precipitation. Köppen climate classifications give information about these different variables. New York has 
four unique climatic zones across an area of 54,555 square miles. Westchester County is in the humid subtropical 
zone with warm-to-hot summers and cold-to-mild winters. The average temperature of the coldest month is 
below 64 degrees F (17.8 degrees C) and above 27 degrees F (-2.8 degrees C) There is usually no dry season with 
this classification, and the rainfall is highly variable year-round. 

 
An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over) impacts: 

 
1. Short-Term Actions: 

a. Inventory air-conditioned public buildings 
b. Educate public on use of trees to shade buildings 
c. Publicize lighter-colored cool roofs 

 
2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 

a. Plant shading trees at public buildings 
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3. Long-Term Actions: 
a. Reduce impermeable areas to deal with heat 
b. Subsidize household ground source heat pumps for cooling, especially in 

Environmental Justice areas 
c. Budget for future high-temperature infrastructure 
d. Design green roofs for public buildings 

 
C. SEVERE WIND STORMS 

 
Nasa’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory states in a March 10, 2020 blog: “Since 1995 there have 
been 17 above-normal Atlantic hurricane seasons (add the 2020 season to make it 18), as 
measured by NOAA’s Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) Index. ACE calculates the intensity 
of a hurricane season by combining the number, wind speed and duration of each tropical 
cyclone. That’s the largest stretch of above-normal seasons on record. 

 
So, while there aren’t necessarily more Atlantic hurricanes than before, those that form 
appear to be getting stronger, with more Category 4 and 5 events. 

 

 
A false-color infrared image of Hurricane Dorian, as seen by the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) 

instrument aboard NASA's Aqua satellite at 2 p.m. EDT (11 a.m. PDT) on Sept. 1, 2019. Hurricanes are large 
collections of severe, deep thunderstorms. Purple shades denote the coldest cloud top temperatures and most 
severe convective activity. Blues and greens show warmer areas with less rain clouds, while oranges and reds 

represent mostly cloud-free air. Each square pixel represents the measurements from a 10-by-10-mile 
(16-by-16-kilometer) area. Dorian had reached its peak intensity of 185 miles (295 kilometers) per hour, tying 

an 84-year-old record for strongest landfalling Atlantic hurricane. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech 
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What does NASA research have to say about extreme storms? One NASA study from late 
2018 supports the notion that global warming is causing the number of extreme storms to 
increase, at least over Earth’s tropical oceans (between 30 degrees North and South of the 
equator). 

 
A team led by JPL’s Hartmut Aumann, AIRS project scientist from 1993 to 2012, analyzed 15 
years of AIRS data, looking for correlations between average sea surface temperatures 
(SSTs) and the formation of extreme storms. They defined extreme storms as those 
producing at least 0.12 inches (3 millimeters) of rain per hour over a certain-sized area. 
They found that extreme storms formed when SSTs were hotter than 82 degrees Fahrenheit 
(28 degrees Celsius). The team also saw that for every 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit (1 degree 
Celsius) that SST increased, the number of extreme storms went up by about 21 percent. 
Based on current climate model projections, the researchers concluded that extreme 
storms may increase 60 percent by the year 2100. 

 

Hurricanes are not the only forms of wind damage. Both tornadoes and derechos (defined 
as a widespread, long-lived, straight-line wind storm that is associated with a fast-moving 
group of severe thunderstorms, potentially rivaling hurricanic and tornadic forces. 

 

 
The August 2020 Midwest derecho was a severe weather event which took place from August 10-11, 2020 across the 
Midwestern United States. It caused notably widespread high winds and spawned an outbreak of low-class tornadoes. In 
addition, certain areas reported torrential rain and large hail. Damage was moderate to severe across much of the 
affected area, as sustained wind speeds of 70 miles per hour were prevalent. The greatest damage occurred in eastern 
Iowa, where the highest wind speeds were recorded, and northern Illinois, where multiple tornadoes touched down. The 
highest measured wind speed was 126 mph while the highest estimated from damage was 140 mph, equivalent to a 
Category 4 hurricane. Both events occurred in Iowa. The impact subjected millions to wide-scale utility disruptions, 
residential and commercial property damage, and severe damage to corn and soybean crops. In the hardest hit areas, 
such as the Cedar Rapids, Iowa area, damage was catastrophic and cleanup remains ongoing 

An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over): 
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1. Short-Term Actions: 
a. Investigate Building Code upgrades for stronger structures. 
b. Publicize the use of tree lines as windbreaks 
c. Publicize No new street trees should be susceptible to high winds 

 
2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 

a. Investigate The cost and funding of buried utilities – main distribution lines 
b. Investigate Inventory housing in Environmental Justice areas 

 
3. Long-Term Actions: 

a. Consider the use of “hurricane” glass for all windows in public buildings. 
b. Subsidize the cost to install “hurricane” glass for structures in Environmental 

Justice areas. 
c. Budget for future Severe Wind Storm infrastructure. 

 

D. FOREST AND STREET TREE PRESERVATION 

(Resources: 2020 Losing Ground – Nature’s Value in a Changing Climate 6th edition Mass 
Audubon;  Village of Tarrytown Comprehensive Plan – Tarrytown Connected November 
2018; Climate Crisis Policy Digest) 

Global Assessment on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services by the UN's Intergovernmental 
Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) "emphasizes that 
natural lands will play a primary role in both mitigating carbon levels in the atmosphere 
and reducing the impacts of climate change on human and natural systems." 

 
In determining the impact a forest, or even a street tree, has on the environment, the size 
of its canopy must be considered. The tree canopy is defined as the layer of tree leaves, 
branches, and stems that provide the tree coverage of the ground when viewed from 
above (Source: Urban Natural Resources Stewardship/USDA: Forest Service). 

 
Forests (almost all temperate forests have been altered in some way - timbered, converted 
to agriculture, disrupted by development) play a significant role in climate change 
mitigation by acting as “sinks”, absorbing carbon from the atmosphere and storing it in 
biomass and soils, but, when cleared or degraded, they are also significant sources of 
greenhouse gas emissions. Forests, therefore, are important components in strategies for 
adapting to climate change. Without direct management interventions, climate change is 
likely to jeopardize forest ecosystem health, resilience, biodiversity and carbon storage, and 
forest degradation and loss will continue to contribute to climate change. 
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The two areas of proposals that intend to mitigate climate change and the impacts on our 
forests and trees: 

1. Carbon sequestration through increases in forest carbon stock enhancement 

● Fund a street tree planting 

● Fund a street tree planting program. 

● Encourage the increase of tree coverage during Planning Board review 

● Require tree coverage in new parking lots, which also reduces heat island 
effect. 

● Review the Town’s Tree Ordinance to further restrict the removal of trees 

● Create a Tree Bank to mitigate the loss of trees where replacement on-site is 
not possible. 

● Increase Land Trust holdings to preserve existing forests. 

● Evaluate deer control to encourage the growth of new trees 
 

2. Strengthening the adaptive capacity of street trees and forests 

● Engage the services of a Forester to establish best management practices 
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● Employ adaptive land use planning and management 

● Perform a Natural Resources Inventory on our existing forests 

● Monitor forest health and vitality to reduce vulnerability 

● Identify street trees which are resilient to drought, heat stress, high winds, etc. 

● Fund street tree maintenance program 

● Encourage the removal of invasive species which compete with the native 
species 

 

E. BUILDING DESIGN 

1. (Resources:  2020 Losing Ground – Nature’s Value in a Changing Climate 6th edition Mass 
Audubon;  Climate Crisis Policy Digest;  Climate Adaptation Guidebook for NYS – 
NYSERDA, November 2011)Resiliency policies address the climate effects of a 
warming planet caused by GHG emissions. Buildings use 40% of our energy, 70% 
of our electricity, and emit over 
one-third of U.S. GHG, which is more than any other sector of the economy. The major 
focus should be on existing buildings. Most of these buildings will still exist in 2050, 
which is NYS’s goal to reach zero or near zero emissions. Building retrofits address 
electricity and fuel waste with better insulation and windows, efficient lighting, and 
advanced heating and cooling systems. Improved efficiency lowers existing buildings’ 
emissions. 
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2. Buildings With zero net energy consumption combine maximum efficiency and onsite 
renewables. They produce as much energy as they use annually, with low or no 
emissions. In order to facilitate net zero consumption, retrofitted buildings should: 
(a) Create sustained energy efficiency and weatherization programs to reduce energy 

costs for consumers, substantially weatherize all homes, and reduce peak-load 
demand. 

(b) Develop and implement programs for government building retrofits. 
(c) Consider a mandate for 50% of commercial buildings be retrofitted to zero net energy 

by 2030. 

(d) Consider a mandate requiring a GHG emissions standard for all buildings. 
(e) Establish a GHG emissions standard for privately owned large buildings and 

government-owned buildings. 
(f) Establish best practices for energy improvement for existing housing. 
(g) Specify requirements for building energy efficiency, including glazing, insulation, sun 

shading, heating ventilation, and air conditioning systems. 
(h) Incentivize building energy use reduction, with interim targets, to achieve 

80% reduction by 2050. 
(i) Reduce nonrenewable energy consumption in existing buildings by 50% by 2030. 
(j) Develop an optional efficiency trading program, enabling owners to reach their 

energy reduction targets by buying energy savings from upgrades in other buildings. 
(k) Measure energy consumption from the source, including energy used to generate and 

transport power to the building, as opposed to the energy consumed on site. 
(l) Allow owners to buy new additional green power to defer a small portion of their 

required energy savings, and prioritize in-state green power. 
(m) Consider requiring existing buildings to install electric appliances at end-of-life. 
(n) Conduct high-quality energy efficiency retrofits on all existing buildings by 2050. 
(o)  Prioritize economically disadvantaged households and multifamily residential rental 

buildings for retrofits while retaining housing affordability. 

In order to facilitate net zero consumption, new buildings should: 

(a)  be zero net energy (consumption of energy is less than or equal to renewable 
energy generation on site) by 2020-2030. 

(b) Implement a building stretch code 

(c)  have no operational GHG emissions by 2030 to 2050. 

(d) Make government-owned buildings net zero energy. 

(e) Require public disclosure and reporting of energy use for all commercial and large 
residential buildings. 
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(f) Transition the entire public housing stock to be net-zero or fully run on renewable 
energy. 

(g) Require all new buildings be 100% electric by 2025-2030. 

3. District systems heat space and water more efficiently. A central plant and pipe network 
channel hot water to many buildings, with lower emissions than on-site systems. 

In order to facilitate net zero consumption, district heating systems should: 

(a) Consider a mandate for all new buildings be built to a zero emissions standard or be 
connected to a renewably-powered district energy system. 

(b) Create programs for "district energy projects" to unite buildings in microgrids for 
shared electric and water systems. 

4. Insulation impedes unwanted airflow in or out of buildings. In new construction or 
retrofits, it makes heating and cooling more energy efficient, with lower emissions. 

In order to facilitate net zero consumption, Insulation should: 

(a) R e q u i r e  high levels of insulation on all solid walls of building facades 

5. LEDs (light emitting diodes) are the most energy-efficient bulbs available. Unlike older 
technologies, they transfer most of their energy use into light, rather than waste heat.) 

In order to facilitate new zero consumption, LED lighting should: 

(a) Create incentives to upgrade LED lighting, including subsidies for low-income 
residents. 

6. Heat Pumps extract heat from the air and transfer it—from indoors out for cooling, or 
from outdoors in for heating. With high efficiency, they can dramatically lower building 
energy use. 

In order to facilitate net zero consumption, heat pumps should: 

(a)  Reduce emissions from buildings via electrification and energy efficiency. 
(b)  Reduce the energy savings requirement for buildings that convert to high-efficiency 

electric heat or hot water systems. 

7. Green roofs use soil and vegetation as living insulation. Cool roofs reflect solar energy. 
Both reduce building energy use for heating and/or cooling. 

In order to facilitate new zero consumption, green and cool roofs should: 

(a) Encourage or Incentivize green/cool roofs and/or rooftop solar photovoltaic electricity 
systems. 
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An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over): 

 
1. Short-Term Actions: 

a.  Investigate how building codes are anticipating (if at all) impacts of climate change 
on new and existing structures (check out “Stretch” codes and contact NYSERDA). 

b. Investigate electrification of heating/cooling public buildings - ground source heat 
source 

c. Educate that small is good! 

2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 

a.  Investigate what are the alternatives for building design 20 years from now? 30-50 
years from now? 50-100 years from now? 

b. Investigate best designs for cooling, storm proofing, and flood proofing buildings and 
sites. 

c. Educate and incentivize residents to use certain building practices, such as 
lighter-colored roofing (investigate the new white that reflects up to 95% of solar 
radiation), green roofs, water storage, solar panels on structures, etc.) 

 
3. Long-Term Actions: 

a. Start transitioning to net zero energy use. 
 

F. LOCAL FOOD RESOURCING 

(Resources: 2020 Losing Ground – Nature’s Value in a Changing Climate 65h edition Mass 
Audubon;  Climate Crisis Policy Digest) 

As the present pandemic has disturbingly shown us, our food supply, based on a year-round 
network of transportation and fossil fuel use, is susceptible to breakdown. Whether it’s the 
illness of farm workers, truckers, middle-men, and retailers regarding Covid, or the loss of 
agricultural land and continued fossil fuel use due to Climate Change, we need to start 
developing strategies to access our food from local sources, whether it be local farmers, 
community farms, and/or home gardening. 

Further, well-managed farmlands can sequester large amounts of carbon while providing 
many other functions, including clean air and water, locally produced food, habitat for 
diverse native species of plants and animals, along with a high quality of life for people. 

Building on the concept of conservation agriculture with additional practices, such as 
regenerative annual cropping, compost application, green manure, and organic production, 
we can increase our local food supply. By sourcing locally we reduce emissions, increase 
soil organic matter, and sequester carbon. Conventional wisdom has long held that the 
world cannot be fed without chemicals and synthetic fertilizers. Evidence points to a new 
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wisdom: The world cannot be fed unless the soil is fed. Regenerative agriculture enhances 
 
 

and sustains the health of the soil by restoring its carbon content, which in turn improves 
productivity—just the opposite of conventional agriculture. 

 

 
Regenerative agricultural practices include: 
1. No tillage 
2. Diverse cover crops 
3. In-farm fertility (no external nutrients) 
4. No pesticides or synthetic fertilizers, and 
5. Multiple crop rotations 

 
An agroforestry practice, silvopasture integrates trees, pasture, and forage into a single 
system. Incorporating trees improves land health and significantly increases carbon 
sequestration. 

 
An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over): 

 
1. Short-term Actions: 

a. Encourage useful alternatives to lawns, such as food gardens 
b. Coordinate planning with local NGOs, such as Bedford 2030, Healthy Yards, 

Bionutrient Food Association, etc. 
c. Identify locations on public lands (town, county and state) for community gardens 
d. Support seed and seedling swaps, hoop houses, green houses, and farmers' markets 

in Bedford 
e. Consider arable land when deciding on the approval of solar farms - investigate NYS' 

position on this issue. 
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f. Investigate further means of protecting open space 
 

2. Intermediate-term Actions: 
a. Determine what Bedford's current food needs are for all families 
b. Develop plans to transition to a self-sufficient provider of basic food needs for 

Bedford 
c. Investigate the use agricultural lands vs the town's environmental laws 

 
3. Long-term Action: 

a. Implement plans to make Bedford food self-sufficient 
 

G. LAND USE AND LANDSCAPING 

1. General Discussion 

We need to prioritize land conservation and stewardship, to maximize ecological benefits 
for both people and the environment and to focus development around existing 
infrastructure (water, sewer, transportation). A proactive approach based on a healthy and 
stable ecology avoids costs of future degradation while supporting carbon sequestration, 
flood attenuation, water quality, air quality, and provides community character as well as 
habitat for native plants and animals. 

Sprawling development or development fragmenting the landscape reduces the capacity of 
the land to perform a wide range of valuable ecosystem services, while targeted land 
conservation coupled with green, resilient development (close to existing infrastructure) 
can minimize the impacts. 

In contrast, poor or unplanned land use increases the impacts of climate change in many 
ways - degrading the capacity of the land to store carbon or absorb heavy precipitation; 
increasing our reliance on remote sources of food and wood products transported great 
distances; increasing energy emissions from transportation and buildings; placing people, 
buildings, and infrastructure in harm's way in flood-prone areas; increasing air and water 
pollution, affecting human health, and reducing the ability of native plants and animals to 
survive in changing climate. 

Choices where development is located and how it is designed, as well as protection and 
restoration of naturally vegetated stream corridors, can minimize these impacts. With 
careful planning and design, we can protect land and develop at the same time. By working 
with nature and incorporating it into our community development plans, we can retain the 
many services nature offers and reduce local infrastructure costs such as engineered 
solutions to flooding or water pollution. 
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2. Our Backyards 

While the concept of “regenerative agriculture” begins to gain a foothold in climate 
conscious circles as a way of restoring soil and habitat to the world’s depleted farming 
lands, “regenerative landscaping” has yet to catch on. 

In the past 50 years suburban gardens have become ecological deserts, populated with 
non-native trees, shrubs and lawns that our insects cannot thrive on, resulting in a serious 
decline in biodiversity. 

These plantings demand huge inputs in terms of pesticides, herbicides and lawn 
maintenance, with the result that these landscapes are net emitters of carbon. American 
lawns use ¼ of our national drinking water, are the most heavily chemically treated crop 
and are causing pollution equal to all private cars in suburban areas. This conventional 
maintenance is changing thousands of acres, which could have been used as carbon sinks, 
into carbon emitters. 

Regenerative landscaping, or creating Healthy Yards, reverses that to create backyards that 
offer thriving biodiversity and serve as carbon sinks. Because a large proportion of the 
Town of Bedford is privately owned, these back yards are an opportunity for long-term 
conservation if we design them to meet the needs of the life around us. 
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Healthy, sustainable backyards can offer resilience in times of drought and mitigate water 
flooding and runoff in a time of increased rainfall and heavy weather events that climate 
change is bringing to the northeast. 

What are healthy, regenerative landscapes? 

1. No pesticides, herbicides or synthetic fertilizers 
2. Diverse, succession plantings 
3. Composting 
4. No pesticides, herbicides or synthetic fertilizers 
5. Electric lawn equipment (using Bedford’s renewable energy sources). One hour of lawn 
mowing with a gas mower is the equivalent of 100 hours of car miles. 

6. Removing invasive plants 

7. Planting native trees, shrubs and perennials. (Natives are better suited to local climate 
and soil conditions and require few amendments and little watering once established.) 

8. Use of living mulch 

9. Eliminate exterior lighting (or use motion sensor lights) 

10. Reduce lawn size to what the family might actually use and use the remainder to create 
meadows, perennial plantings, or shrubs and trees. 

An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to the 
following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 years), and 
long-term (5 years and over) impacts: 

 
1. Short-Term Actions 

a. Educate to avoid use of invasive plants (per NYS) in new landscaping 
b. Require landscapers and tree service companies to have certification or attend a 

class on leaf blower use and other earth-friendly landscaping practices 
c. Any new development should be required to have 80% native plants 
d. Require town flower beds to be planted with 80% native perennials. 
e. Any trees planted on town property shall be native trees 
f. Work with DOT and NY DEC for latest management practices regarding mowing and 

seeding. Seek out grants for funding. 
g. Less but more intentional mowing to encourage habitat, while at the same time not 

to limit woodland regeneration 
h. Investigate the use of on-ground solar farms in Bedford. Consider the benefits of 

creating a local, renewable source of electricity against any removal of the natural 
environment. Consider alternate locations either on structures or already 
developed land (parking lots, brownfields, etc.). 

2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 
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a. Expand wetland buffer to 150 feet at critical areas, including the Mianus River 
b. Expand leaf blower restrictions to the entire town and no gas-fueled leaf blowers 

year round. (look into size of property regarding restrictions) 
c. Enact legislation that sets penalties for non-compliance of landscaping 

requirements. 
d. Revise tree ordinance to reduce the tree dbh that triggers a permit review from 18” 

to a lower size (TBD). 
e. Ban local sale and use of invasive plants in new plantings. 
f. Develop a plan to protect, preserve, and increase our forest coverage. 
g. Transition landscaping equipment to all electric 

. 

H. TRANSPORTATION 

(Resource: Village of Tarrytown Comprehensive Plan – Tarrytown Connected November 
2018) 

1. Impacts on Transportation: 
a. Sector: Transportation - Climate Hazard: Temp & Heat Waves. Increased wear and 

tear on infrastructure. Extreme event-related delays and hazards. 
b. Sector: Transportation - Climate Hazard: Precipitation, Extreme Precipitation, and 

Drought. Flooding of key rail lines, roadways & hubs; Increased wear and tear of 
materials; Extreme event-related delays and hazards. 

 

 

2. Impacts on Fuel 

All the indicators show that in order to reduce our GHG emissions, transportation must, at 
least for the foreseeable future, be electrically fueled. On the horizon hydrogen is being 
explored as an alternative fuel for our vehicles, which once developed may provide an 
overall better solution. That is yet to be seen. 
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Electricity both presents an opportunity - produces no GHG while operating, as well as a 
design flaw - if electricity stops, so does the movement of systems. Even in a fossil-fueled 
world, loss of electricity resulted in the inability of gas stations to pump gas, since they had 
no generator back-up to operate the pumps. So, a flow of electricity to operate 
transportation systems needs to be assured and constant. This can only be guaranteed by 
local sources of electricity, such as PV off-ground panels or wind-driven energy. In addition, 
residents and businesses generating their own electricity from roof-top units will assist in 
the generation of local power. 

EV stations for single family residential use have mostly been confined to the home, as this 
is the location of most convenience when recharging. The town must also support EV 
charging at multi-family housing, which may require education and assistance. On-site 
recharging at work or at public parking lots, which feature standard charging stations (not 
the fast-chargers), work fine if the vehicle owner and take a good part of a day to complete 
the charge. While helpful in certain circumstances, it will not solve the problem of 
matching the paradigm of the instant gas fill-up the general public expects. The answer is 
that fast-charging stations, set up to resemble existing gas stations, with multiple energy 
ports, are built by the private sector and made generally available. Presently, there are 
not-for-profits assisting the private sector, and the town can assist this transition by offering 
incentives to change to electric-filling stations. 

3. Impacts on Land Use: 

The topic of land use must be considered to mitigate effects of climate change from the 
transportation sector. 

a. Changes in zoning and planning regulations should drive new urbanism concepts to 
reduce travel distances and increase walkability which effectively improves 
communities. 

b. Support changes in regulations, or financial/tax incentives. 
c. Encourage a reduction in the use of automobiles in favor of increased pedestrian 

zones in higher density traffic areas such as commercial and retail centers. 
d. Encourage increased use of mass transit over single passenger automobile use. 
e. Incentivize higher density, property redevelopment over low density, greenfield 

development. 

I. MATERIALS WASTE AND RECYCLING 

(Resources:  Village of Tarrytown Comprehensive Plan – Tarrytown Connected November 
2018) 

A 10-year goal for the Town of Bedford is to reduce waste by 70%. This involves reducing 
consumption, and redirecting community education programs away from the concept of 
recycling toward “reducing” consumption and “reuse” of all materials. 
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A community that relies on fewer inputs – and thus items to dispose of - will be more 
resilient in a climate-challenged environment. 

This approach simultaneously offers wide opportunities for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions from waste management processes. 

REUSE: Making the concept of REUSE socially desirable reduces consumption and 
associated shipping packaging. 

● Expand community involvement in the TIOLI shed, and host a second Dump Day in 
the fall to complement the Chowder and Marching’s Spring Dump Day. Promote 
both sites on social media highlighting the environmental advantages of reuse vs. 
new purchases. 

● Expand the Bedford Hills recycling center as a site for large items offered for reuse. 
● Encourage sports organizations to reuse team T shirts/or provide practice pinneys 

that can be reused year after year. 
● Encourage high schools to reuse graduation caps and gowns 
● Offer deposit/reusable container use for local restaurants 
● Enhance policy for re-use/recycling construction materials 
● Free use and easy access to recycle waste bins, reusable mugs, plates, etc. for 

events 
 

COMPOST: Eliminating organic waste from the waste stream to provide enriched compost 
for local gardens and farms. 

● Eliminate food scraps in the residential and commercial waste stream, redirecting it 
to composting sites. Continue to build on the town’s existing composting program 
(curbside pickup and Community Compost drop off), and offer home composting 
education. 

● Develop a commercial composting program. 
● Install compost collection sites at town parks, especially at weekends and for special 

events 

ORGANIC YARD WASTE: Phase out municipal collection of organic yard waste for any 
property larger than ¼ acre, including leaf pick up. Provide leaf mulching education. Open 
Westwood Services to landscaper drop off from Bedford addresses. 

 
REDUCE: 

● Enforce Bedford’s bag legislation, and discourage special events and community 
organizations from manufacturing more bags. (There is no shortage of reusable 
bags, which need to be reused about 500 times to cover the environmental cost of 
their manufacture.) 
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● Implement a zero-waste policy for local public events including sporting events 
● Ban use of plastic and Styrofoam on Town facilities and parks 
● Discourage community organizations from creating cheap give-aways for special 

events 
● Promote local businesses in a Buy Local campaign to reduce shipping packaging 

 

 

● Encourage local supermarkets to offer bulk purchasing 
● Require restaurants to charge extra for utensils (or ask patrons if they are needed) 
● Provide refillable water bottle spigots at town parks/playing fields 
● Host Trash Audits as part of the education campaign 
● Remove water bottles from town and schools- buildings 
● Discourage use of synthetic glues, EVA-foam, glitter in school 
● Discourage use of helium balloons 

 
RECYCLE: Education efforts should focus on the fact that recycling is NOT a solution. It gives 
people a false sense of community responsibility. Nonetheless, there will always be a need 
for some recycling. 

● Enforce recycling rules for both residences and businesses. 
● Work with schools to enhance recycling 
● Educate consumers on purchasing products with less packaging that will need to be 

recycled 
● Educate consumers on purchasing products using biodegradable packaging to 

reduce the need for recycling services 
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● Implement policy for re-use/recycling construction materials 
● Reinforce mandatory information handouts/signage about hazardous materials at 

any local store that sells products and items that contain such materials 
● Organize a local hazardous waste pick up as a yearly event (people don’t go to 

Valhalla) 
● Host the Recyclopedia on the town website 
● Have a Waste tab on the town website to direct residents and businesses to best 

practices and local waste, recycling options. 
● Stricter control of trucks at the Transfer station (make sure they use covers for truck 

beds/ don’t accept hazardous items) 
 

J. ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
    (Resource:  Climate Crisis Policy Digest) 

Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people 
regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, 
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. This 
goal will be achieved when everyone enjoys: the same degree of protection from 
environmental and health hazards, and equal access to the decision-making process to 
have a healthy environment in which to live, learn, and work. (USEPA). 

Westchester County publishes a map entitled “Potential Environmental Justice Areas in 
Westchester, NY” in which Bedford has an EJ area shown (Babbitt Road neighborhood, 
Bedford Hills). In addition, locate other neighborhoods of our town that fit the definition of 
an environmental justice area. 

Community Empowerment 

1. Make environmental and social justice central to climate action. 
2. Protect the interests of low-income people, women and workers against the impacts 

of climate change and severe weather events. 
3. Facilitate the creation of neighborhood transition councils as hubs of distribution, 

education, participatory planning, and democratic decision-making. 
4. Earmark investments in residential energy efficiency, storage, solar and community 

distributed generation projects for disadvantaged communities. 
5. Offset energy price impacts of climate policy on low- and fixed-income Americans. 
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6. Support local community wealth with non-extractive and regenerative loan funds 
that support the building of sustainable, community-benefitting, local economies. 

7. Redefine “returns” and “risks” to measure the degradation of our communities and 
ecological systems, measuring returns on investment by the stability and health of 
our communities and planet. 

8. Ensure all laws and regulations take into account the complete environmental and 
social costs of emissions, with particular attention to disadvantaged communities. 

9. Create a separate standard for GHG emission reductions for de minimis emissions by 
small business. 

10. Ensure that any offset of GHGs does not result in a disproportionate environmental 
impact on disadvantaged communities, and prioritize those projects that benefit 
them. 

11. Require GHG emission offset projects to be located geographically close to the 
source of emissions and provide benefit to the local ecosystem or people. 

12. Conduct research on environmental and climate issues in frontline communities. 
13. For the allocation of ratepayer funds for clean energy, develop and report metrics 

for energy savings and clean energy market penetration in the low- and 
moderate-income market and in disadvantaged communities. 

14. Establish a community advisory council with representatives from environmental 
justice communities and labor organizations to advise government agencies working 
on the clean energy transition and workforce development in disadvantaged 
communities. 

15. Report on barriers to and opportunities for community ownership of the following 
services in disadvantaged communities: distributed renewable energy generation; 
energy efficiency and weatherization investments; adaptation measures; and 
microgrids. 

16. Report on barriers to and opportunities for community ownership of low-emission 
transportation in disadvantaged communities. 

17. Report on barriers to and opportunities for community ownership of shelters for 
extreme weather events and medical treatment for conditions exacerbated by 
climate-related events. 18. Establish and implement easily-replicated renewable 
energy projects, including solar arrays, heat pumps and wind turbines in Blue 
Mountain public low-income housing. 

19. Establish a grant program to build and expand community energy generation in 
Blue Mountain public housing. 

20. Ensure that Blue Mountain public housing retains 90 percent of any profits earned 
by selling the energy it generates, with residents voting on how to use those profits. 

21. Apply for grant program for the purchase and installation of energy storage in Blue 
Mountain public housing. 

22. Establish an independent body with the mandate to monitor the green transition, 
investigate questionable practices, and advise on redressing environmental injustice 
in Bedford. 23. Consider appointing a Resiliency Officer as part of the Building 
Department. 
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24. Require proposed buildings to undergo an environmental justice assessment 
before receiving permits. 

 
Adaptation 

 
1. Create programs to help communities prepare for the impacts of climate change. 
2. Environmental conservation permitting must require applicants to analyze future 

physical climate risk and take steps to mitigate such risk. 
3. Strengthen resilience of housing and infrastructure design to withstand more 

powerful weather and climate events, and help communities adapt to climate 
change impacts. 

4. Acknowledge the term “climate refugee” and welcome all climate refugees 
including war refugees, communal/gang violence refugees, and natural disaster 
refugees. 

5. Work cooperatively with communities in the line of climatic danger to relocate to 
safer grounds. 

6. Apply for grants for Blue Mountain public housing costs associated with climate 
adaptation and emergency disaster response. 

7. Promote climate-wise development practices; site new development outside of 
hazard zones and halt development that destroys forests or wetlands. 

8. Implement natural adaptation measures including but not limited to: expansion 
and protection of forests, wetlands, and aquatic grasslands to buffer against 
chronic flooding. 

 
K. PUBLIC SAFETY & EMERGENCY 
   Resources:  Village of Tarrytown Comprehensive Plan – Tarrytown Connected November 
2018;  Jersey City Resiliency Master Plan, June 13, 2017) 

 
Emergency Services include: 

 
- The Police Department which covers the entire Town of Bedford. 

 
- The three local volunteer Fire Departments, one for each of the three Hamlets of 
Bedford: Bedford Hills, Bedford Village and Katonah. 

 
- The local Ambulance services. Bedford Village operates their EMS service jointly 
with their Fire Service, and The Katonah Bedford Hills Volunteer Ambulance Corps 
covers Katonah and Bedford Hills. 

 
- Our nearest hospital is close and in neighboring Mt. Kisco. 

 
The need to coordinate with the various Emergency Services in connection with resiliency 
issues is imperative. As has been seen in the past, storms, or other natural disasters, can 
and do have a negative effect on the community’s ability to maintain its normalcy during 
and after an event. California’s historic wildfires and damage should be seen as a warning 
to any and all communities as to what fire can do to a wooded community or when there is 
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a prolonged drought. 
 

The Town has experienced and continues to experience regular extreme events of weather 
from ice storms to snowstorms to high wind and rain events that cause trees to fall and 
roads to become inaccessible to failure of power lines. 

 
In addition, we must consider the long-term effects to our Town caused by the exact 

opposite of those types of events, drought or prolonged periods of rain or access to limited 
water supplies. 

 

 
Public Safety is paramount and a consideration in connection with all potential issues as 
noted below: 

 
1. Flooding happens regularly on the roadways and properties throughout the Town. 
2. Downed trees and power lines are a constant reality as well. Only this past summer 

our community was left without power as a result of a storm for an extended period 
of time. 

3. There should be a verified and updated Town wide Plan incorporating the PD, FD 
and EMS. 

1. Please note the Bedford Hills FD is the local designated emergency building 
to coordinate local disasters, and is an operational command center, for all 
needed personnel (PD, FD, EMS, Con Ed, NYSEG, and National Guard, with 
housing availability for those engaged in coordination of local disasters on 
site. 

4. We should inventory and advise the Town of all rescue vehicles and equipment 
available in the Town. 

5. The Town should have a local APP to keep residents apprised of local events and 
issues. 

6. The Town should have an updated Plan for any potential wildfires, over and above 
current wildfire Plans in place with the PD and various FD’s. 
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7. We should educate and encourage the public on how they can assist in removing 
flammable underbrush on their properties and with the Town on public property to 
limit fire events. 

8. We need to understand the procedures in place for firefighting and their water 
usage during prolonged droughts. 

9. We should educate the public in conjunction with the Town as to cooling (or 
warming) centers in case they are needed. 

10. We should encourage the Town to educate the public on what to do in the event of 
a medical related issue. 

11. We should coordinate with the Town on Plans in case of power outages because of 
any issues 

12. We should confirm that all the Towns emergency service providers (PD, FD and 
EMS) have emergency generators at the ready in case of loss of power. 

13. We should coordinate with the Town and the general public on working to remove 
or cut back invasive or overgrown trees and plants that can affect trees which can 
cause damage to existing power lines, which can affect public safety and overall 
power to the community. Invasive vines also weaken and kill trees that line our 
streets, causing them to fall, and possibly harm pedestrians and vehicles, during 
high wind events. 

14. We should investigate and report to the Town on the vulnerabilities we face on the 
existing woodlands most particularly for brush fires (tree areas and open dry 
meadows) and related issues. 

15. We should investigate and report to the Town on favorable trees that are sturdier 
and less likely to fall or cause damage in the event of a natural disaster. And make 
recommendations for private lands as well as the public lands. 

An initial review of actionable items by the Climate Resiliency Subcommittee points to 
the following, based on a time-line of short-term (within 1 year), intermediate (1-5 
years), and long-term (5 years and over): 

 
1. Short-Term Actions: 

a. Plan for flooding with Police, Fire, Ambulance, Town and regional authorities. 
b. Inventory rescue vehicles for flooded areas 
c. Public App for emergency events - in Bedford 
d. Plan for brush fires with Fire, Police, Town, and regional authorities 
e. Develop a plan for power outages with Fire, Police, Ambulance, Town, and 

regional authorities. 
f. Mandate that all essential services, such as fueling stations, have to have 

generator back-ups. 
g. Start a volunteer invasive removal strike force along public roads with the goal 

of preventing falling invasive damaged trees putting in danger vehicles and 
pedestrians during severe wind storms. 

h. Investigate vulnerabilities of our existing wood lands and forests regarding 
brushfire control. 
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2. Intermediate-Term Actions: 

a. Investigate fire-fighting water use policy during a prolonged drought. 
b. Plan for emergency cooling centers with Fire and Police Departments, as well 

as the town and regional authorities. 
c. Plan for emergency medical cases with ambulance corps and hospital centers. 
d. Investigate prohibition of planting certain trees that would be subject to 

damage during severe wind storms, both on private and public lands. 

3. Long-Term Actions: 
a. Educate public on removing flammable understory on property 
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3. AFTERWORD 
 
 
 

 

In a recent webinar, concerning Climate Change and Food Security, Walter E. Baethgen, 
Senior Research Scientist and Director of Regional and Sectoral Research for the 
International Research Institute for Climate and Society, a group out of Columbia University, 
stated that prediction of future climate is an extremely difficult process. Even using our 
best current climate models, we cannot accurately explain past observations, let alone 
predict future outcomes. His advice is to start improving adaptation to our current climate 
(as opposed to the climate in 2080 - 2100). He asks the question:  What can we do today 
to build resilience for tomorrow? He goes on to say that “informing policy, decisions, and 
development plans require translation and integration of knowledge and information”, and 
that the “Tools (decision support systems) and people (integrators of knowledge)” must 
lead to “understandable” and “actionable” results. 

Our subcommittee has begun the process of producing short-term, intermediate term, and 
long-term recommendations to create a workable resiliency plan. We understand that local 
changes can only accomplish so much, especially if global changes are not being developed 
and enforced to lessen the impacts of climate change. Our sub-committee, in agreement 
with Mr. Baethgen’s conclusion, has determined that we can only see through the 2020s, 
as we “optimistically” anticipate global changes by world governments in the next 10 years 
in their attempts to alter our present path. 
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It is not the intent of this sub-committee to present a plan to address all these issues. We 
will recommend that a new municipally appointed group be established, the Bedford 
Climate Resiliency Task Force, to do this work. Many communities have already appointed 
a Resilience Officer, who would be a town employee, whose function is to see that the 
town itself meets its resiliency goals. We will recommend that the task force follow these 
steps to address its resiliency needs: 

1. Identify current and future climate hazards 
2. Inventory vulnerabilities and opportunities 
3. Prioritize vulnerabilities 
4. Identify and categorize adaptation strategies 
5. Evaluate and prioritize adaptation strategies 
6. Link strategies to capital and rehabilitation cycles 
7. Create an adaptation plan 
8. Monitor and reassess 

Our next steps are to hold interviews with key town and private individuals, as well as 
stakeholders within the community and beyond, in order to connect our recommendations 
with the real world, and provide the town with a workable plan to “bounce back” from the 
worst of Climate Change events. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

Climate Resiliency Subcommittee: 

David Beckett 

Andrew Chintz 

Joan Gaylord 

Fiona Mitchell 

Robert Siegel 

Simon Skolnik, chair 

Howard Stern 
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